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Another FreeWare utility from
Organic Software

This one's a real tough one, folks: all this program does is let you set it up to act 
as a set of interval timers for a longer period of time.

In other words, if you need to stir that pot of chili every 5 minutes for the next half
hour, MULTIMER will act as your reminder.

Operation is real easy: using the scrollbars (1 or 5 count increments), "dial in" 
how often you need the alarm - using the above example, it would be 5 minutes.  
Then dial in the duration that you need the reminders - using the above example,
it would be 30 minutes, like so:

Once you've gotten some combination of periods that would fit inside the overall 
duration, the START button becomes active.  Click on it, and off you go.  You can
minimize the window, and when the alarm kicks in, it will restore itself to full size -
also enabling the OK button.  Clicking on the OK button turns off the alarm (for 
that period), and lets you re-minimize the window (if you want).  Then, when the 
next period is up, it all happens all over again.  If you happen to have the odd bit 
of time (ie, every 8 minutes for the next half hour), then MULTIMER will also 
count that last shortened period, as well: for 8 minute periods over half an hour, 



you would get the 3 alarms, PLUS the last 6-minute alarm.  You can cancel the 
whole thing anywhere along the line with the QUIT button.

Isn't this what you bought a computer FOR ?

The alarms are limited to 99 hours and 59 minutes, each - that should pretty well 
cover anything within reason.  Besides, what do you want for nothing - Rubber 
Biscuits?

As always, any comments, suggestions, criticisms, etc, are welcome.  I can be 
reached via:

CompuServe  - 71043,3153 or 
Internet - merriman@organic_sw.win.net or

David Merriman
3612 N. Country Club, #271
Irving, TX     75062-3406


